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0. Some time ago, a native speaker (Nik D.) contacted us, proposing to update
and complete the previous description of the pronunciation of Georgian (which
appeared in our handbook Natural Phonetics “ Tonetics˚ 2007), by adding usual
trascriptions and intonation sentences. He sent us suggestions and useful material
for working together, but now that we might proceed systematically, we can not
get in touch with him anymore, in spite of a number of attempts on our part. In
the meanwhile, we have decided to concentrate on just a few interesting ‘problems'
of this language: its functional transliteration and the ‘incredible' length of conso-
nant clusters, more peculiarly at the beginning of words, including its true (not ap-
proximate) vowel system.

1. <e transliteration system we decided to use for Georgian here is rather sim-
ple and does not actually interfere with our transcriptions. <us, we only have
some letters with a diacritical mark: ∞ and `, for /S, Z/ (ë, ò); £ and <, for /ch, G/ (Ch,
‚) (rather than t∞ and d`). Besides, we have c and Ë, for /qh, Q/ (qh, Q) (rather
than ts and dz). 

Notice that Georgian also has t-s and t-∞ /ths, thS/ (ths, thë), in addition to t's
and t'∞ /t«s, t«S/ (t«s, t«ë), which are di‡erent. For p˚ t˚ k˚ c˚ £˚ we have the combina-
tions /ph, Th, kh, qh, ch/, as well. All these, in unstressed syllables, are indicated
as /0{h}/, because /h/ may be dropped, or weakened ((h)).

Besides, we use Æ and ‚ for /X, º/ (k, Í) (rather than ‘simpler' kh and gh). In fact,
a still ‘simpler' system would use sh and zh (instead of ∞ and ̀ ), but heavier tsh and
dzh (instead of t∞ and d`, seen above, for £ and <). In addition, we have more ‘regu-
lar' s, z, v, and q', for /s, z, v, ›«/ (for the latter, someone might prefer a simple q,
hurriedly, since it does not oppose a plain /›/, and not even any ‘/›h/'!).

To complete this short survey, we have: i˚ e˚ a˚ o˚ u for /i, e, a, o, u/ (i, ™, a, ø, u).
But also /È/ (È) is conveniently necessary and useful for a scientific description of this
language, free from the noxious influence of traditional spelling (and transliteration). 

Unfortunately, all traditional spellings, for any language, have some more or
less ‘tragic' defects as far as pronunciation is concerned. Actually, also Spanish
spelling is not quite perfect, although much better than so many others, because
of its simpler phonemic system. To be true, even Esperanto spelling would be
much better if reduced to 26 letters, also eliminating a couple of less useful and a
bit more complicated phonemes: h˚ j /x, Z/ (x, Z).

We also have m /m/ (m)˚ n /n/, (n÷ m, M, <, >, Ò, ̇ , n, ,)˚ h /h/ (h÷ â, ∆, W) (col-
ored by following vowels), r /R/ (R÷ ̧ ), l /l/ (l÷ ]). Of course, in addition to a simpler



phonemic transcription, we necessarily use our own canIPA phonotonetic tran-
scription, which accurately shows the real pronunciation of modern Georgian
(rather than with a too simple and generic o‡IPA transcription, perhaps full of
complicated diacritics).

2. Georgian is a Caucasian language which has six vocoids, although currently
available descriptions (too heavily based on spelling) posit only five vowel pho-
nemes, although a /È/ is inserted between highly complex consonant sequences,
but with quite di‡erent taxophones, as we will see. Actually, instead of using sim-
ple (0È), or (0È), some consonants (especially sonants, /ù/, \ /m, n÷ R÷ l/) may be
alternatively realized as intense (or ‘syllabic') (—), \ (%).

Georgian presents opposition between ‘voiced' non-continuant consonants,
/0/, \ /b, d, g÷ Q, G/ (b, d, 0, g÷ Q, ‚), and voiceless espirated ones (avoiding the
traditional term ‘aspirated', which is highly unscientific), /0h/, \ /ph, th, kh÷ qh,
ch/ (ph, th, éh, kh÷ qh, Ch) (including (-â, -∆, -W)), or ejective ones, /0«/, \ /p«, t«,
k«, ›«÷ q«, c«/ (p«, t«, é«, k«, q«, ›«÷ q«, C«). However, we will see that voice is only a
taxophonic possibility, both for /b, d, g÷ Q, G/ (b, d, 0, g÷ Q, ‚), and /m, n÷ v÷ s,
z, S, Z÷ º÷ R÷ l/ (m, n÷ v÷ s, z, ë, ò÷ Í÷ R, ¸÷ l, ]), as well, including the taxophones of /n/
(m, M, <, >, Ò, ˙, n, ,).

Actually, instead of positing the following voiced consonantal phonemes /b, d,
g÷ Q, G÷ z, Z, º/ (b, d, 0, g÷ Q, G÷ z, ò, Í), we might (even better) introduce sim-
ple /p, t, k÷ q, c÷ s, S, X/ (p, t, é, k÷ q, C÷ s, ë, k). 

<us, for the non-continuant consonants, we would only need /p, t, k, ›÷ q, c/
(p, t, é, k, q, ›÷ q, C), which occur in the typical Georgian sequences with pecu-
liar laryngeal devices, represented by the ‘addition' of /h/ or /«/, respectively, for es-
piration and glottalization\ (0h) and (0«); notice that (0) is di‡erent from both
(0h) and (0«).

3. <e sonants, /ù/ (nasal, ‘rhotic', lateral) may be devoiced, even completely,
in voiceless contexts. As already seen, /n/ is homorganic to a following consonant,
/n=0/, (m, M, <, n, >, Ò, ˙, n, ,); /l/ is (]) (semi-velarized), but (l) + /i, e/; /r/ is (R)
(or (¸), mainly in less careful colloquial or non-emphatic speech).

<e labiodental ‘/v/' is an approximant (rather than a real constrictive, (v)), and
labialized, (¶), in addition to its voiceless taxophone, (è). 

<e laryngeal approximant /h/ (h) rarely occurs on its own; it mostly occurs in
/0hé/ contexts, often also realized as a semi-approximant, (h), or even completely
dropped, becoming ‘zero' (`), especially in unstressed syllables. In addition, when
actually present, it may be ‘colored' by a following vocoid, becoming (âi, ∆a, Wu).
<e most important ‘function' of /h/ is in espirated consonants, /0h/.

Ejective /›«/ (›«, q«) has some possible variants (mainly in colloquial speech), as
(}«) (voiceless trilled uvular stopstrictive), (º«) (voiceless trilled uvular constric-
tive), opposing /X, º/ (k, Í) (uvular constrictive taps). 

Georgian is well-known for its ‘incredible' consonant clusters (mainly for tradi-
tional spelling). In actual fact, they are often either interrupted by ($), or by intense
(‘syllabic') consonants.
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4. Important concluding remarks on the real nature of so many written conso-
nants occurring in clusters. <ey are generally realized as articulatory semi-weak
syllables, mainly corresponding to /0È/, but not as full true ‘(0È)', rhythmically al-
ternating between half-stressed and unstressed syllables. 

<e three vocograms (for neutral, mediatic and colloquial Georgian) show
them as their main ‘semi-vocalic' phones. Let us remark that the term ‘semi-vocal-
ic' has nothing to do with the unscientific yet ubiquitous one of ‘semi-vowel' (or
semi-consonant') for approximant phones like (j, w), which are nothing but plain
consonants (even in their weaker forms: as semi-approximant˚ (j, w), and demi-ap-
proximant˚ (ª, ô)]. 

In addition, the fourth vocogram presents the area in which six taxophones oc-
cur, practically used at random, and independently from assimilatory contexts,
for the three accents shown. 

In unstressed /0È/ syllables with voiceless consonants, instead of ($) (realized
with voice), we find (¶) (realized without voice) but rather clearly perceptible as
that, also after (h, «) (perhaps, rather di‚cult to admit, for non-Georgian people).

5. „at can be said about such a peculiar way of both writing (in trasliteration,
too) and pronouncing such a language, is that spelling (as in many other lan-
guages, unfortunately) is less representative than actual utterances (also due to less
friendly etymology ‘rules').

However, it must be said that Georgian native speakers succeed in producing
a kind of half-way ‘thing' between two (more ‘natural') possibilities: a ‘poor' spell-
ing and a ‘compromise' pronunciation.

Even phonemically, we should posit sequences of /0È/ (including /0«È/ and
/0hÈ/), adding /v{È}, s{È}, l{È}/, because, in certain ‘easier' contexts, they may be
realized simply as ‘/v, s, l/', since they are produced as continuous with no interrup-
tion, not even partial as, instead, for the nasals. 

However, it must be very clear that what we indicate just as ‘/È/' is never actu-
ally realized as a true (È), as is shown in our vocograms, including the fourth one,
which presents frequent variants. <ose symbols are superscript in order not to
make anybody think that they should actually be realized fully.  

In phonetic transcriptions, it is not really necessary to use any superscript sym-
bol. Certainly, it is su‚cient to use ($) and (¶), as already said. 

6. Here are some examples:
c'q'ali˚ sc'ori˚ rËe˚ tma˚ mta˚ cveni˚ tkven˚ tÆviri˚ tk'bili˚ prtÆili˚ £q'vlep's˚ c'vrtnis˚

prckvnis÷
/q«È'›«ali, s'q«oRi, RÈ'Qe, thÈ'ma, mÈ'tha, qhÈ'veni, thÈkhÈ'ven, thÈXÈ'viRi, thÈk«È-

'bili, phRÈthÈ'Xili, chÈ›«ÈvÈ'lep«s, q«ÈvR{È}thÈ'nis, phRÈqhÈkhÈvÈ'nis/÷ 
(q«¶'›«a;li÷ s'q«ø;Ri÷ R$'Q™, “'Q™÷ t{h}¶'ma÷ m$'tha, õ'tha÷ q{h}¶'¶™;ni÷ &th$k{h}¶'¶™n÷ &t{h}$-

k¶'¶i;Ri÷ &th$k«¶'bi;li÷ &ph“t{h}¶'ki;li÷ &Ch$›«¶¶$'l™p«s÷ q«¶ &¶“t{h}¶'nis÷ &ph“q{h}¶ &kh$¶$'nis, p{h}¶ &R$-).
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/÷/ (2 Ì 2 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

neutral

mediatic

/i/ (i)

/e/ (™)

/u/ (u)

/o/ (ø)

/a/ (a)

/È/ (È)

/È/ (¢)  

/i/ (i)

/e/ (™)

/u/ (u)

/o/ (ø)

/a/ (å)

colloquial/È/ (X)

/i/ (Û)

/e/ (É)

/u/ (U)

/o/ (o)

/a/ (√)

frequent variants
/È/ (¤, ¢, û, È, X, x)

m (M) n(<) (>) (˙) (,)(Ò)

p{«} b t{«} d k{«} g(é{«}0)
q{«} Q C{«} ‚ {}«}

{º«}s   z ë   ò 

›«

(n)

(q«)

¶ (è) (¸) h
R

](l)

k Í


